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Naskah drama ashabul kahfi pdf

DRAMA ASHABUL KAHFIBy: Acept YonnyPARA PELAKUTAMLIKHA:Youth, intelligent, adviser to the kingMARTUNUS:Youth, firm, bound, head of security palaceMAKSALMINA:Youth, wise, a judgeBIRUNUS:,Youth, idealist, poetDOMINUS:Youth, easily hungry, poetYATHUS:Youth, ceplas-ceplos,
poetFALYATYUNUSLem young, stuttering and latah, farmerQITMIR:Black dogRAJA:Authoritarian and wise SINOPSIS Drama Ashabul Kahfi inspired by the letter Al Kahf, the 18th letter in the Holy Book of the Koran. The drama follows seven young men and a dog hidden in a cave. The seven young men were Tamlikha,
Martunus, Maksalmina, Birunus, Dominus, Yathunus, Falyastatyunus, and a dog named Qitmir.It said to have been pursued by royal forces led by a ruthless regime. The regime was called Decyanus. As well as being known as an unjust king, Decianus was an idolatry that forced all his people to worship idols. Injustice
and idolatry are in stark contrast to the beliefs of the seven young men. The seven young people believe strongly in the Unity of God, and the True God is not the idol who has been worshipped. It is in this belief that the seven young people are willing to leave their positions, jobs, and worldly pleasures. As a result, they
were hunted for arrest because of the belief that it could harm the kingdom. On the escape, seven young men and a dog hide in a cave. God kekuasaan_Nya protect the seven young men from the pursuit of the Decyanus regime. God made them sleep for three hundred years shamsiah or three hundred and nine years
qomariah. Then He raised them to be a lesson to mankind, that God is Great, and that nothing is impossible for Him. DARK STAGESOUND EFECT: PERCUTION SOUNDS FROM DIVERSION ARAPHLY SUNET (OS) MASA KOOR: Capture the rebels! Get the fugitive! THE LIGHTS SHALL BE EVIDENCED BY THE
GUARN AND A PART OF THE CONTENT OF THE INTERNAL EVIDENCES WHICH ARE SET IN A POWER. THREE YOUNG MEN RAN BEHIND HIS AUDIENCE. He fell, but immediately stood up and ran around TLIKHA: Hi, where are you going to take it? Ssst. Shut up! Who are you? This is no time to talk!
MAKSALMINA: But... Hurry up, we don't have time to argue! Come on, they're coming for us. TAMLIKHA: (Grinning in pain) But ... Hurry up, if we get caught, we'll be thrown in jail. Then we're told to fight the hungry lions! I'm not afraid to die! But we don't want to die in vain, do we? You're right, the fight isn't over! Yes,
but... (swings I'm carrying Mr. Get on my back! TAMLIKHA HAS BEEN PURTED BY MARTUNUSMAKSALMINA IN THE RIGHT OF THE VIGILANCE OF THE THREE YOUNG WHICH GUATAMLIKHA AND MAKSALMINA IMMEDIATED FROM THE POWERMARTUNUS HAVE BEEN PRESED BY THE GUATAMLIKHA
GURA PASS OF THE GUATAMLIKHA: WHO ARE YOU? That doesn't matter maksalmina: (Whispering) It seems that he is the head of palace security. The head of security of the palace? Oh, yes, I remember. He, he is called Martunus.MAKSALMINA: Why is the Lord risking office, even the life of the Lord for us?
Matter. Tamlikha: Why? Why dare you oppose Your Majesty? It's a matter of Mr. MARTUNUS' trust. The Lord is the king's confidante. Everyone admires Mr. Tuan's intelligence. What else is less than sir? Still young, but he was the king's advisor. But why did you resist him until he was thrown in jail? Faith in God cannot
be counted by reason, wealth, and function. In fact, a single life is meaningless when juxtaposed in faith. Faith is the foundation of faith in God. What about Mr. Maksalmina? Sir is a chief judge. A position that no one can afford to occupy. Moreover, Tuan is still quite young. But why would the Lord dare to challenge His
Majesty's decision? I'm not afraid to lose my job and my future. I'm more afraid that I know the truth, but I can't live it. So you're not afraid of anything? Tamlikha: There is nothing to fear except Allah alone. Why did he free our master from prison by risking his own life? You're high-ranking people. A scientist's life is far
more valuable than a thousand laymen. I've been following Mr. Thoughts for a long time. Our beliefs are with the Lord.Sure that God is one and All.SOUND EFECT: the voice of people screaming LAMAT. MARTUNUS AND IMMEDIATE LYMEDIATE SABIA TO PROTECT TWO YOUNG. THREE YOUNG HAVE BEEN
FROM THE DIRECTION OF THE PRIVITORS. TWO YOUNG HAVE BEEN FIRST, WHERE THE CELLALT HAS BEEN LEAVED IN THE FOLLOWING. DOMINUS:(Irregular breathing) Wait, wait... Well, let's go! I'm not strong anymore. Come on, I'm not far away. Dominus: Na ... Na.. Pasku, ooh... YATUNUS:
(Removing supplies) this, drink! DOMINUS:(Fast drinking). Go, go, go, go, go, go, go, go, go Sst, don't walk! Let's get out of here, then we'll get out of here! You go first. I'm fine here. Your madness! Where we could leave you. You're one of us! But I don't want you to get caught because of me. Birunus: Never before, no
debate, let's go! DOMINUS HAS BEEN LOVIT OF BIRUNUS AND YATHUNUS. THE LIGHTS WHICH EVIDENCE THE FISH FROM BEING MARTUNUS AFTER THE SPACES OF THE LEFTS IN THE INTERNAL OF THE CAVE. HE WAS GARD WITH AND MAKSALMINA CANNOT BE FROM THE SPACES OF A
GREAT PARTY. BIRUNUS, DOMINUS AND YATHUNUS AT MERS TO THE GURA OF CAVE. For a while we hid here. Are you sure you're safe here? BIRUNUS :D here I'm inlaid. Are you sure you're safe? May God protect us. Dominus: Yes, only for the Lord we ask for protection. Come on, let's go in. This cave is
pretty spacious. WHEN BIRUNUS, DOMINUS AND YATHUNUS HAVE BEEN IN THE FISH, MARTUNUS AND IMMEDIATE SABIA. Who are you? BIRUNUS, DOMINUS, AND YATHUNUS PAS BACK BIRUNUS:A... I.. I.. Birunus, you've got it. This is my friend Yathunus, and Dominus.MARTUNUS: Why are you here? If
you want to catch us, catch us. We're not afraid to die. Who are you really? I told you, Bi... Ru... Nus. Why are you here? It doesn't take much to ask if you want to catch us, catch him! However, we will not simply give up! MARTUNUS GEMAS. IT'S THE GET TO SANSANS THE SABIA. Wait, wait, wait, wait, wait, wait,
wait, They're not our enemies. Looks like I heard their names. Who are you? Ah, we're just a bunch of people who like to play with the word. For us the word is not just a series of letters, but a powerful weapon to stir up human consciousness. Maksalmina: Consciousness? What are you talking about? BIRUNUS:
Knowledge combined in taste. The meaning of merged action is consciousness. Oh, make no mistake. I remember. Your poems have infuriated Your Majesty. You're so brave! BIRUNUS: I've been thinking about heaven for a long time. Then I asked myself: Who lifted it up like a safe, preserved roof, without hanging from
the top and without a pole to support it from below? Who rules the sun and moon into the sky? Who adorned the sky with scattered stars? Then I thought of this earth: Who stretches and stretches it to the horizon? Who keeps it with its huge mountains so it doesn't shake, shake, and tilt? I also thought of myself a long
time ago: Who took me as a child from my mother's stomach? Who keeps my life and feeds me? All this must have been done, and certainly not His Holiness Decyanus.SOUND EFECT: the sound of foot steps people run. THE SOUND OF PEOPLE WHICH ARE AFTER THE SOUND OF A WORK SHALL BE



EVIDENCED BY A YOUNG AND A YOUNG AND A PUBLIC FUGING WORK. A YOUNG WHO ARE AFTER HIS YOUNG WORK INTO THE FISH AND CONTINUES TO LATRE TO THE GURA OF GUAMARTUNUS ON THE GARD WITH SABIA. TAMLIKHA, MAKSALMINA, DOMINUS, BIRUNUS AND YATHUNUS
SHALL BE ASCUNDED IN THE SPACES OF PIETERS. FALYALASTYUNUS:(Soothing dog with stutter) Ssst, ja.. Ja... Ja.. Ja.. Don't be. Bve.. Bve.. Risik!. Me.. Me.. They're a perfect match. It's going to be me. I don't want to do this. I'm not going to do that. Am. MARTUNUS ABOUT FALYATATYUNUS BY WORDING
SWORDFALYATYUNUS AND TO MAKE HIS WORK MOVE AMUZANT FLUSH AND PREPARE TO TAKE YOUR WORK: WHO ARE YOU? FALYALASTYUNUS: (Latah) Si.. And.. What are you doing? Ka... You? Who are you? FALYALASTYUNUS: (latah) Ka.. Ka.. You're the one. And... What? I'm going to kill you!
FALYALASTYUNUS: I.. Ku.. Ku.. Kill Ka... Mu! MAKSALMINA: Setop, he must be FalyastatyunusFALYATATYUNUS:Falayastatyunus sa, da sa.. I. How do you know? I'm studying the problem. Actually, he's innocent. He's an honest farmer. But he was defamed for not wanting to cooperate with the authorities. Martunus:
So? Maksalmina: Go ahead. He's a good man! FALYALASTYUNUS:A... A.. I'm a... On.. On.. On.. Ta, I don't care. from Jonaha's tribe. You, I don't care. Our Lord is You.. You, I don't care. The God of heaven and the lady... Earth.Ka.. Ka.. We ti.. She.. dak me.. Call for a... Apart from Dia.SOUND EFECT: THE VOICES
OF PEOPLE ARE APPROVED AND THE ZGOMOTE CONTINUES TO BARKARTHROUS:Ssst. Stop your voice. I'm coming here. FALYALASTYUNUS:Qit.. Qitmir... Air conditioning. Air conditioning. Cease! Gentlemen, what should we do? They're closing in on us. Martunus, there's no way out. We're surrounded.
Tamlikha: Be patient. You don't have to panic. This is the test of our faith. We surrender to God. Let's pray. Lord, we pity your Lord. THAT SEVEN YOUNG HAVE BEEN INTALY. AND A WORK IS IN THE GURA OF A FISH. EI ALL FALL ADOMEMOREMUSIC: CORROR WHEN ASHABUL KAHFI SONG (popularIZED
RAIHAN)VERSES ASHABUL KAHFI SONG (RAIHAN)Registered already in history Seven young people of faith Escape in the cave To save the faith Suspected sleeping only one day Apparently 309 years Zaman changed several periods In the historical land Urdhu What is the divine power To ashaph kahfi It is not
impossible in this world If we believe and fear already recorded in the history of seven young people who believe scattered bones Bones from Animal Mounts Also, The Dog Promised the Glorious Sky of Qitmir in the Morning GUA_SOUND Effect: The sound of seven young birdsong began to wake up UPTAMLIKHA:O, It
was the morning apparentlyBIRTH:Pulas once my sleep. My body is so dirty. I'd better take a shower. FALYALASTYUNUS: He, Qi.. saeed A. Where? Oh, in... In.. Me.. Marian. Na.. He? See, what bones are these? Not... FALYALASTYUNUS: Qit... Qit... Qitmir? What's up with Falyalastyunus? FALYALASTYUNUS
MPIONM MARTUNUS: Who killed him? Funny, why aren't we killed? I'm sorry, Falyastatyunus. I was asleep. I didn't have time to take care of your dog. Funny, I feel like I've been sleeping for a while. But... There's no sign that this dog was killed. This bone is no longer like a regular bone. This bone is like a fossil, as it
would have been hundreds of years. Where possible. I just got here last night. Where this dog could turn into a fossil. Or it isn't. I checked the whole cave. There's no bones around here. Maksalmina: Does that mean qitmir bone? Who killed him? Last night I saw him sitting next to Mr. Falyastatyunus. I don't think I fell
asleep last night, but for years. BIRUNUS, DOMINUS, YATHUNUS: Years? No, hundreds of years. BIRUNUS, DOMINUS, YATHUNUS: Hundreds of years? Hahaha.... I'm serious! BIRUNUS (Laughing) The Lord is good at joking. MAKSALMINA: (showing something) Get out! Look at something weird. There's a lot of
smoke around here. Then we don't belong far from the village. It feels like yesterday this place is deserted, very far from the village. I know this area very well. From my point of hope, this cave is far from the village. In fact, this cave is rarely visited by people, except that I like to visit here. How long have we lived here?
Who wants to go to the village? We're all hungry. We have to shop. It's me. No, it's dangerous! Your features are easily recognizable by people. You're just Falyastatyunus. You're a farmer, so not many recognize you. FALYALASTYUNUS:Ta.. Ta, I don't care. But... I'm going to kill you. You have money, don't you?
FALYALASTYUNUS: Yes, yes... Marian. still there. That's enough for you. Un... to eat themselves. Se., isn't it? Day. Martunus, I'm going to add the money for a week's supply here. I'm coming. I can be a road guide. I know this area very well. I'm coming. Just three people. Mr. Falyastatyunus, Birunus and I.
FALYALASTYUNUS:Ta.. Ta, I don't care. but bye. Pa.. clothes and you.. You, I don't care. Body... Kitasu... Su.. It was... Ko... Dirty? There's a river nearby. Let's take a shower there. Careful, don't do anything suspicious. We're all under surveillance. TAMLIKHA, BIRUNUS, AND FALYASTYUNUS SAYS TO
REVEALSTAGE YATHUNUSWhat should we do here? Maksalmina: We're waiting for herDOMINUS But my stomach can't take it anymore. Maksalmina: Wait, soon they'll be here. DOMINUS:Ouch, I'm hungryMAKSALMINA:Hang onDOMINUS: I am no longer strongMAKSALMINA:SabarlahMARTUNUS: Why am I so
long? Maksalmina: Ah, just a minute. I'm afraid nothing happened. We surrender to God. May God protect him. Why don't I go get something to eat? No, three of our best friends haven't come home. Dominus: But... We don't know what the situation is. I'm so hungry. We're all hungry, but try to help yourself. Let me hunt.
Wait here. MAKSALMINA: But... Don't worry, I'm a soldier. I can move with stunning. I'll look around. If it turns out it's not safe, we should get out of here right away. Maksalmina: Okay, you're definitely a better soldier than Leave this cave before I get a notification! Maksalmina: Watch out, man! MARTUNUS OUT STAGE
YATUNUS How long do you think I've been here? Dominus: I don't know if you're just stomach-churning what DOMINUS thinks: What it means today, tomorrow, the day after, yesterday, or many years ago. Yathunus: All times have meaning and value. Dominus: Then? YATUNUS: In the time round, certainly many
historical eventsDOMINUS:History? Don't you feel anything strange in our current state? Dominus: Strange? Of course it's weird. yes, yes, yes, it's weird. My stomach feels so hungry. It's like I haven't eaten in days, but we've only been here a few days. The guts are always your size. I'm sorry, I can't think straight.
SOUND EFFECT: the sound of a few steps of MAKSALMINA HORSE: Ssst, what is that sound? YATUNUS: would be.... SOUND EFFECT: RINGKIK AND LAGKAH HORSE SOUND HORSE MORE THAN ONE. Ssst, someone's on their way! MUSIC: SUSPANS RHYTHMSYATHUNUS, DOMINUS, AND MAKSALMINA
soon hiding behind BATUYATHUUS: Where is Martunus, Birunus, Tamlikha, Falyastatyunus? Why aren't they coming back? Dominus: No... YATUNUS:O, woe catchMAKSALMINA:Sst, do not suspect no-no. DOMINUS: No-jangan.... YATUNUS: It could be .... MAKSALMINA:Ssst, don't think bad! SUNET EFFECT: THE
SUNTOF OF THE CAL IS REMOVED BY YATHUNUS: They must have been the soldiers who captured our friends! (Crying) Oh, no, I don't want to lose you. How's Mr. Maksalmina? What are we supposed to do? MIKSALMINA: We pray that friends from lindungan_Nya.YATHUNUS AND DOMINUS:Amen.DOMINUS
STILL PLAY MAKSALMINA: Never, never cry. Crying doesn't solve the problem. Should we catch up with them? Where? YATUNUS: Palace. They must have been taken there. Maksalmina: Then? We're letting them go! We have to figure out the power of ourselves. We don't have martial arts. They don't even have
guns. I have a close friend. He's a general. Maybe he can let go of our friends. Maksalmina: Does the General dare to fight His Holiness? At the very least, persuade Your Majesty to give an easy punishment. Impossible, I know your Majesty's character.If you hate someone, Your Majesty does not hesitate to give a very
heinous punishment. But isn't Tamlikha a confidant of His Holiness? Tamlikha betrayed His Majesty! Tamlikhas dared to defy the gods whom His Holiness worshipped. YATUNUS:Then.... MARTUNUS IN SCENA WITH GOPOHMAKSALMINA, DOMINUS AND YATHUNUS VERY SURPRINS YATUNUS:You ... Martunus:
Oh, thank God you're safe! Maksalmina: What is this? I saw the royal army heading for this cave. Maksalmina: Yes, fortunately it didn't go to the cave. MARTUNUS:Thank GodDOMINUS:What you see out Strange. You mean? Martunus: A lot has changed. The state of nature and its inhabitants. DOMINUS: Changed?
The nature around this cave is not the same as yesterday when I came here. Not far from this cave there is already a village. Surprisingly, their clothing patterns are different from ours. DOMINUS: Different? Of course it's different. You're wearing a dirty, smelly soldier's uniform. (Laughs), while they are ordinary people.
But their clothes are clearly different from those of the villagers we used to see. Then who are they? That's surprising. Their linguistic accents are different, but at least they can still understand them. Did you talk to them? I didn't dare go near them at first, but I heard them talking about our friends. What happened to
them? It appears that Tamlikha, Birunus, Falyastatyunus have been arrested. DOMINUS, YATUNUS, MAKSALMINA: Arrested? They're accused of stealing treasures. DOMINUS, YATUNUS, MAKSALMINA: Treasure theft? Martunus: Therefore, they were brought to the court of DOMINUS:Woe. They must have been
severely punished. DOMINUS PLAY BACK MAKSALMINA: What is the reason they are accused of stealing treasures? I don't know, I don't know I left immediately because some residents started to suspect me. Do I suspect you? He's always looking at the clothes I'm wearing. Are they after him? I don't know, I don't
know I got away right away. Dominus: However, what is the fate of our comrades? What are we going to do, Mr. Maksalmina? I can't think long enough. This is a shocking incident. More than that, it makes me feel weird. You're not delusional, are you? I'm talking to the conscious! What else is weird? When I saw the
equestrian soldiers who were about to get here, I saw that their uniforms were different from the uniforms they wore. MAKSALMINA: Means .... Ah, where possible... Do we live in different times? YATUNUS: You... You're not dreaming, are you? I told you I said it carefully. If you can't believe it, I'll cut your head off! (while
wielding his sword). Master, hold your emotions! Now everybody sit down! MAKSALMINA, MARTUNUS, YATHUNUS AND DOMINUS HAVE BEEN SET. LOOKS LIKE THEY'RE THINKING IT THROUGH. EFEECT SUNET: MARTUNUS'S CAL PICTURE BATE: Alas. I'm on my way! Calm down, we surrender to God.Life
and death are god's territory. LIGHTS SUBLINING TAMLIKHA, BIRUNUS, FALYASTYUNUS AND REGAL ARANTURA VED FROM AUDIENCE DIRECTION. Your Highness, we'd better walk. I'm afraid the sound of these horses scares them. All right, let's go. We are all on foot and without too much noise!. TAMLIKHA,
BIRUNUS, FALYASTYUNUS AND REGAL APREPTURA HAVE MERS ABOUT THE FISH. WHEN THE GURA OF THE CAVE IS ABOUT, TAMLIKHA HAS REQUESTED THE GROUP TO BE OVER. Tamlikha: Forgive me servants and comrades who first entered the cave. I'll explain it to them. Please! TAMLIKHA,
BIRUNUS, FALYASTYUNUS HAVE BEEN IN THE FISH (IN SCENA) THAT SEVEN YOUNG HAVE BEEN TAKEN. You...? TAMLIKHA; It's a long story. Hi, we'll get you some delicious food. Oh, what kind of food is that? I'm so hungry. FALYALASTYUNUS:Ma.. Marian. I'm not going to do that. Ni... Pem... Pem..
Pembe.. Bve.. Rian Yang... I.e... Mu.. Mu.. Lia, did you have MARTUNUS, DOMINUS, YATUNUS, AND MAKSALMINA:(Surprised) The gift of His Majesty? Aren't you grounded? Birunus: Instead, we are very specially served. Martunus, Dominus, YATUNUS, and Maksalmina: Served? yes, it's really good. Your Majesty is
very kind and wise. Maksalmina: Isn't it? I think you've been brainwashed. You betrayed your own beliefs! I don't want to accept this food. (spadasin) Go, guys. You betrayed me! Wait, don't get me wrong. The current king is not His Holiness Decyanus.YATUNUS: What does Sir mean? Today the kingdom is ruled by an
alim king, wise and with one faith with us. His Holiness firmly believes that God is just one and all. DOMINUS:Really? For God's sake, what we're talking about is true! Maksalmina: I believe in you. All this is happening beyond the human mind. And God's resolve cannot be measured by the limitations of human reason.
On this occasion we must believe more in the power of God.BIRUNUS:We are truly grateful that we have chosen God as one of the proofs of God's power. May people be aware of it. FALYALASTYUNUS:Ma.. Marian. af, yes. Yes.. Which you are. Mu.. Saeed A... You... I was, you were, you were, you were... Me... Wait,
wait, wait. Oya, we have been delivered directly by His Holiness and the court authorities. They want to see you. We're going to face the new king. Is she calling Your Majesty? Not! Matter! You mean? We should not meet with Your Majesty and anyone else. BIRUNUSWhat is this? MAKSALMINA: I... I... Say: Maksalmina:
I'm afraid. I'll protect you. Not... Calm down. The current king is wise. I was never afraid of her. Death is not something to fear. But.... Yatunus: But, what sir? Are you traumatized? I'm afraid kehilangan_Nya.MARTUNUS: What do you mean? Soon we will be known by many people. All the citizens of this country will talk
about us. We will certainly be honored and handed over. DOMINUS (Imagine beautiful) Oh, we'll be the most important people. Whatever we ask must have materialized. YATUNUS you're right. We'll live in peace. There's nothing to worry about. We both recognize One God.MAKSALMINA: Of course, I am grateful to be
in this new land. However, I'm not ready to be a famous person. I'm afraid to look. Forget who. He created me. I'm afraid there's a new god in me. New gods? Pride in reason, wealth and throne can make me a god. Tamlikha: You ... You.. yes, that's right. Maksalmina: True my faith is still very weak. They're still very easy
to get in. I'm sorry, guys. Please, if you want to see Your Majesty, I'm here. And I'm better off here. Birunus: What we've been fighting for all this time is changing the way people look to worship the One God.Now they're aware of it. So I'm pretty happy to be here. What Your Majesty is doing now is consistent with what I
have dreamed of. A godly, just and prosperous society. I want to stay with you, away from the hustle and bustle of the world. FALYALASTYUNUS: Yes, ka.. Ka.. Lian... Bve... Bve.. yes, that's right. A... A... I.... Them... Le., I can't give myself a I'm not going to... Su... Su... I like to... Air conditioning. Your... Your... Fakur
in... And... And... Ni. Oh, see, Your Majesty and your palace entourage are on their way. Yatunus: What should we do? Let's pray. We're handing this over to God. God must have a much more perfect scenario than we think. THE SEVEN YOUNG OR RUGED. THE RIGHT IS CONDUCED BY MAKSALMINA.
MAKSALMINA: Oh, my God, our God. I karunia_Mu takdir_Mu't hamba_Mu. If you leave us here with them, we fear that our faith will disappear, because in our hearts are the seeds of pride and greed. However, if this is what you want, strengthen our faith from all the temptations of the world. Bring us to the end of a
solemn life. THE SIX YOUNG MEN WERE IN SHOCK. SEVENTH OPTION VIDEO FOR OPERATION OF THE TINERET ECRAN
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